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Warning: 

This is not a regular talk



Aim of the working groups: 

“Evaluating the implications of recent results from the 
LHC, and elsewhere, for TeV-scale physics, and to 

discuss the impact of these results on the future strategy 
for particle physics.”

“The results will be summarised in a document, to be 
submitted as input to the planned 2012 update of the 

European Strategy for Particle Physics.”

WG3  ~  BSM \ (WG1 U WG2)
This Section: New Vector Bosons
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1. Model-independent description

• Quantum numbers
• Couplings
• Mixing
• Width

• Introduction 

• Current limits
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1 New Vector Bosons
1.1 Model-independent description and current limits
Theories beyond the Standard Model (SM) contain extra fields, which can give rise to new particles that
can be produced at large colliders. These particles can be classified by their Lorentz and gauge quantum
numbers. In this section we consider new particles of spin 1, i.e. vector bosons. We will also make a few
comments about extra scalars. New vector bosons appear frequently in extensions of the SM. They are
usually associated to an extended, spontaneously broken gauge group, as for instance in Grand Unified
Theories (GUT), Little Higgs models or models in extra dimensions, and can also appear as composite
resonances of a strongly interacting sector. In all cases a gauge boson interpretation is possible. To evade
current bounds, these new particles should be heavy or interact very weakly with the SM fields.

For phenomenological purposes, the new vector bosons can be described in a model-independent
fashion by a lowest order effective Lagrangian. The Lagrangian must be invariant under the full SM
gauge group, H . This greatly restricts the possible interactions of the new fields. Another important
consequence of gauge invariance is that the new vector bosons appear in multiplets of the color and
isospin group factors, with definite hypercharge. The general effective Lagrangian for one of these
multiplets, Vµ, has the form

L = LSM + LV + LV!SM + nonlinear, (1)

with LSM the SM Lagrangian,

LV = !DµV †
! DµV ! !DµV †

! D!V µ + M2
V V †

µ V µ, (2)

and
LV!SM = !V µ†

!

k

gk
V jV k

µ + h.c. (3)

We are using matrix notation to write the product of two multiplets. The derivatives Dµ are covariant
with respect to the SM gauge group H , and the sum in k runs over currents jV k

µ made with SM fields,
with the same quantum numbers as V . To have sizable effects, they should have scaling dimension 3.
Finally, ”nonlinear” refers to additional interaction terms that contain two or more extra fields. These
are usually less relevant for collider searches, and we will neglect them in the following1. Then, a vector
multiplet is fully characterized by its mass MV and its couplings gk

V to the possible SM currents (plus,
possibly, the width, see footnote 1). Ignoring the flavour structure, a full singlet has six independent
couplings, whereas the other multiplets the number of couplings ranges from one to three.

The existing limits on these vectors come mainly from flavor observables, electroweak precision
tests (including observables below, on and above the Z pole), and direct searches at hadron colliders.
Flavor physics, and in particular the absence of flavor changing neutral currents, impose very strict limits
on the flavor structure of the couplings gk

V . These limits can be satisfied assuming, depending on the
1These terms could give rise to an enhancement of the width, if the new vector can decay into non-standard particles. This

effect can be easily parameterized leaving the width as a free parameter.



2. Expectations from (classes of) models

• Gauge group: pattern of symmetry breaking 
determines quantum numbers

• Size of couplings and some masses fixed in GUT
• If associated to hierarchy problem, expected at LHC 
scale
• If involved in EWSB, couple mainly to longitudinal 
gauge bosons, Higgs and top  (more difficult to see) 
• In partial compositeness scenarios, small lepton 
couplings (same conclusion from EWPT) and large top 
couplings.
• With ...-parity, no single production
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Tight relation to Higgs results

       Higgs with nonstandard couplings

Elementary or composite extra vector (or scalar) 
bosons at TeV scale well motivated  by perturbative 
unitarity
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3. LHC:discovery

Make quantitative 
(approximate) 

statements

Be as model-
independent and 

general as possible

i)  Make simplifying assumptions 
ii)  Try to work in model-independent fashion (within 
assumptions)
iii) Present in a unified way the discovery reach for 
foreseen collider energies and luminosities
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Make simplifying assumptions 

• Only one extra vector boson contributes

• Single production

• Narrow resonance

• Drell-Yan production

• Decay into dilepton and dijet
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Work in (roughly) model-independent fashion, within 
assumptions

• For each channel, concentrate in production:

Ns = !V !(pp! X) AX "X L

= !(pp! V !) BR(V ! ! X)AX "X L

= g2!g=1(pp! V !) BR(V ! ! X)AX "X L

• For each mass, luminosity, energy, and required 

sensitivity, find minimal value of  

Coupling to quarks
(assume LH & 

universal)

g2 BR(V ! ! X)

N
arrow width approx. 

Branching ratio
, 

depending on other 

couplings



Present in a unified way the discovery reach for 
foreseen collider energies and luminosities

D
ile

pt
on

s

Negligible background ➞ 5 events required for discovery, 
                                         less than 3 for 95% C.L. exclusion

Extrapolation beyond NWA at large couplings



Present in a unified way the discovery reach for 
foreseen collider energies and luminosities

D
ije

ts

Significant background ➞ S/√B=5 required for discovery, 
                                         less than 3 for 95% C.L. exclusion

Extrapolation beyond NWA at large couplings



• Spin

• Couplings

Quantum numbers

Discriminate models

Not possible given 
existing limits

14 TeV / 100 fb-1

GUT strength couplings ➮

Need more luminosity or upgrade energy or...

3. LHC: measuring properties



4. Linear Collider

• If New Vectors (New Physics) found

• If New Vectors (New Physics) not found

- If light enough, scan/autoscan resonance
- Study their properties in clean enviroment

- Precision study of their indirect effects on 
electroweak observables

- Suitable for leptophilic (possibly light) vector 
bosons
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• Production by VBF

• Decay into gauge bosons 

• Derivative couplings

• Non-resonant

• Broad resonances

• Pair production (e.g., leptoquarks)

• Scalars

• ...

Hopefully, the cases we study are, to some extent and in 
some cases, representative of the capabilities of present 
and future colliders to study new physics.

4. Left out, but not forgotten


